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, In exploring my topic, "Thlt Which Is Lost in Translation," I'have

discovered that much of what there is to say about it must come from the

individual heart--yours-as-well as mine--rather than fipbm the experimental
4

laboratory. I suppose I shouid apologize,for that fact, since we have

githered here as a group Of educators and scholars hoping to exchrge

demonstrated truths in the spirit of scientific-inquiry.:, But, I will

not apologize, for to,ao so wouldg,e to deny whatever cluster of possible

truths I think I have identified in ny exploration.

Eriefly,,I discovered very early that to as1 questions about

translation is to inquire into the nature of language--its origin?, its

characteristics,,its uses. One is led quickly awaY from rather simple

scientific fact into legend and belief, philosophy ahd poetry. The

ultimate truths one discovers abouvtranslation, I am convinced, are

the ancient truths of paradox and mystery. They aie uttered perhaps

more appropriately by oracles than by scientists. Only circumstantially

do they deal with differences among languages. Essentially, Aley dee
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Tranalation - 2

with one of Elie basic questions of human.existence; Do I live my-life as

a complete individual, perceiving my own unique worlds and thinking my own

distinctive thoughts in patterns that can be shared only partially and

imperfectly with anyone else? Or, dO we live oUr lives *as both products

'and members f a social and physical environment,- a measurable universe ,

defined'in. rtain terms by the .collective experience of the human beings

Who inhabit it?

'NOW, all this Sounds terriblY preapmptuousxon_my part.,.Let me hasien

k .

00 to assure You that I.did begin a systematic-review of the literature it the. .

%
onset Of my study and that-I intended athordughly detailed:, purely rational,.

painfully.obrective, very impersonal argument. Eut, I gave up both pursuits

when they proved less than sufficient to the task at hand.

Instead, I will tefl you the source of mrtitle, "That Which Is Lost
.-

t

in Translation." It was at a suimei session for graduate students in English

in tbe late 1950s that I first heard the American poet Robert Frost define

poetry as "that which is lost in translation." I Will tell you pie more

immediate stimulus for my offering to explore.the topicsof translation at

this particular session of the International Reading Association. First

as journal editor, later as director of,publications, I have sat sothewhere

near the -'center ofall those proposala that-would have us disseminate the

.words we speak as an.Associatinn in numerous other languages as well as in

English. And, I will share with yod some observations about how and why

...language therefore should bp taught.
v,51,
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-

I

The characteristic problems Of translation are not a new topic to

me or to humanity. I was first introduced.to the general idea of language

differences, as I am.sure at least some of you'were,'Ws-a very young child,

through repetition in Christian phurch sChool of that ancient passage from

the Old Testament of the Holy Bible,.the story of the Tower of Babel.

Whatever your religion, you probably know the tale. The "Whole earth was

of one language and of one speech." The'peop;e decided to buildn City

and a tower that would reach heaven. The chief:nrchltect in heaven itself,

however, apparently had grave. misgivings, for the Lord noted that With,

such ambitious plans in their hearts, the people would be restrained from

nothing they-Could imagine to do. Therefore, the Lord confounded the
-

people's language so that they might mot.understand one another's speech,

and "the Lord scattered them abroad f omjthence upon the face of all.the'

earth."

Needless td say, we have never ecovered.

llose of Ws who speCialize inrading and writing are so caught up.in

ihe study of what language is and does that we forget'what if is not and

what it cannot do. Like'those Old Tes anent desceddintb of Noah, we

'sometimes let our aspirafions overwhelm our capabilities. Our expectations

of language as means ofoommunication pr ably exceed-its,capacity to

communicate. We'might be so proficient at verbalizing that; 44 verbalize
,

beyond reality. Perhaps we need a,prophet to point but the confusym of
or-

tongues among ustind remind s Of that which is lost In 'translationso
4 * \

.

much the sadder for all of us, we so easily assumill,, x. .



Trvslation*- 4-

Sad? Is it really sad to recognize that-language has its limitations

as well as its benefits? -aLook into your own experience.

I)was bort altd raised in a region "marked bi anything but linguistic

purity. First of all, my native language is that hybrid pf hybrids, that

chameleon of chameleons, English! Anybne who has studied the English

tanguage knows you cannot count very long on anything like consistency.and

stability.withih the English language. Put two or three words together in

English and you probably have come up with a Germanic structure, a Romance

A

'vocabulary-, and spelling and pronunciation conventions from juSt'about
6

anywhere in the world.

But, there is more to my background. Quirk o fortune that it was
.

for me to have been born inib a primarily Ehglish ladguage heritage, many
A

of the.friends, family and neighbors of my childhood spoke various degree-s-

of that parochial twentieth century phenomenon known as Pennsylvania Dutch.

More properly, Pennsylvania Dutch ii a diverse collection of mutations df

Palatinate German. It survives.within a relatively few square miles of

the eastern United States-from the seventeenth century German of a group of

religious dissenters who-iled"their European origins in the name of frAdom,

to the glory of God, end in-the-teat of individual conscience.

To this day.there are pronunciations and spellings for a given object,

that differ in that area from farm to farm. Indeed, irrmy childhood, while

I cannpt blame the confusion solely on the Pennsylvania Dutch, yod could dot

be sure if you should call'auch a common object as,a paper bag a bag, 4 sack,

a toot, or a poke. One or the other "milomer" might eved,earn You a dirty'

look, if not a cuff A the ear. Little did I know as a child that when i
I

4'

talked,about spritzing the grass, few outsidey immediate geographic region

)
4.
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would know that I was xalking about Watering the laWn. bAnd 1-waS Very much

into middle age before I leained'quite abruptly that ode of the innocent
_

and quite onomatopoetic Dutch colloquialisms of my childhood denotes,a very

obscene functionfor certain citizens of San Francisco, a continent removed

from my_childhood. ,4

So, my own experience tells me that we will survive the oonfusion of -

;

languages that looms,an haposeible barrier.imOng us. Translation,,after

all, Is one of humankind's miracles. While we have not yet accomplished

the dream of Babel, to enter and exit the gates of heaven at wilr, we have

been able to enter each other's hearts and minds almoat at will. Tolsfoy

is available in how many different languages, now, ind,thanks to paperbacks
0

and print technology, he is available to most of us in industrialized

nations rather inexpensively. We are able to share approxtmate.re-creations.

of other times and other worlds and other minds-throUgh the commonplace.

- miracle of print translation. How much truer today can .be Shakespeare's

statement-that nothing human is foreign to me. Almost all we need do is

choose the right boolcin the right translation, open it, and read.

. Perhaps it i easy access to translation whith"prompts me to .

call ogr attent n for a moment sway from the comforting miracle, to

,

remind us that translation is nqt-so easy a pié as is our access t

it, to point out that much is lost in translaiion to ponder, as John Guthrie

has called my theme in this address, the withered edges of theelower. In

more prosaic terms, there are those things which translate quite well atid

easily, both between indlviduals and,across languages. There art those

,

things that eianslate otly imperfectly. ' And,.there are those thirngs that
/.

do not translate at all. Let me offer some exartples of each-
\ 6.
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The latter-day pictographs that one sees with increasing frequency as

directional signs in air terminals, in subways, on highways are dramatic

-

evidence that we human beings can indeed communicate a considerable body

of cdmmon experience. witb a high degree Of accuracy and Usefulness across.

languages--some might. say by circumventieg language in thetraditionaI.

sense of letters, -words and sentences. Men's and ladiestrest rooms, of

course, were amon i the first facilities to be identified not by word, but

by graphic symbol. A host of similar graphic symbols have followed in
0

public places, however, very quickly and very effectively. I have read

.that at the.1976 Olyiepic Games in Montreal, twenty-six sports activiti.es-

and one hundred,seventy-three other informational or service m ssages

were conveyed 1:4 piotograph alone.
.., t

. /1
'as money exchange

'T
meeting points,

They included. such diver e messalles
1_

wq.
-

bathtubs, locker rooms,-custo

inspection, interviewing, pet ancilitter prohibition, lcist children, and
- .

- where tt get-sponges. I am sure that some of the'signs were misinterpreted
.

. . a

.

by sbme of the people who looked-lat them? but consIder the number of words;
_ .T- .- ,

.- .

the number or-bOpelese conversat411111 they saved, the number of people wh
.

.. .

.
. . .

were'helped.

Lover of language that 1..am, .Imust -confess that in driving my

automobile, I'much pre er graphic symbols to words-7except for place namei,

of course. T 11 me that I should not turn leftlsimply by showing me a

black or whi e art4w with a red X across it, or to proceed with catttion

by showing-me a blinkiag yellow light. Please do noyfarce me at highway

speed to decade, interpret and abeY'an atbiguoug signithat says, in block

lett s only, 'SLOW TRAFFIC RIGHT TURN LEFT CENTER.LANE ONLY."

ft
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Translation - 7

certainly some.experiences translate well and the ease of-such. visual

communicationwhich is closely akin to the universal kinesics of the smile,

.

the open hund:the simulated cup at the lips-:--leads us to yearn.for an(

international alphabet and a universal language:. ,Howver, w e too often

II'' fdrget is that wha is most universal in'our collective experienT and thus

most easily cOmmunicated by gestures and Aigns as well as.by utterances,.is.

also most concrete, by and large. Or, it is mbst abstract aild specialized,.

as are the mathtmatical symbols recognized worldwide by,the relatively few;

matheM-aticianA among us. Unfortunately, betwidn the basic pAysical facts

that lead us to rest rOoms, food st ; lOst chifdren and sponges,.and

the rather esoteric information conveyed by the symbols'pf theoretical.-

mathemgtics, lies that Vast realmlowhere most of us live_and move and have

our being,iwhere most of us really care about communicating.

Tile movement in languagesvolution _from concrete to ,abstract, but not

71W,'
so far toward abstract as to be. generally useless, takes Us vesy.quickly

into approximations rather than exactitude. That'inevitability was brought...,
4,

home to me quite vividly the tirst time rcompared tianslations'of thecLord's
A

Prayer fti, respectively, Old English, Middle En'lish, Elizabethan Arglis
. ,

Q and twentieth century American. nForgive us'our guilt" turned'Into t s,

'then into debt, and finally into.the ultimate concdtpt.of today's c edit card

.

society, "Forgive us what we owe you." The tangible loaf genera/i ed into

daily bread, then stracted into our daily needs.- Where is the ernal

,
. . .

.

truth in such transition of wo rd and concept from tongUle L ton , place
111,/

./

to plade,'centur ) tO century within little more than a thousand years? TO
. , ,/

cite a second example, would the original concept of the Latinate word

e 8
a



'expedite be translated info English more faithfully by the contemporary

slang phrase kick it off '(off or from the foet) than by:the more.

'
,

cc=
.

saphisticateft and equally Latinate to execute prOmptli?"

'Yei,- language does seem to serve-to pass informa ion, fcrom generation
--.,

to generation, cufture to cultu Are. s variou. s semanticists have pointed
.

.
.

(... )
out, unlike chimpanzees gachvine Of us does ndt need to touch fire to t.

.
. . . .

,
..)

real e. that it burns US fr we.touch it too long.. Wevcan be foreWarned

. , .

t h language by "pon't.touch!" Yet,,wtio among us has ndt been burned,
., .

">

+.

non eless? Who has not tested the lingu tic hypothesis? Maybe we
. . .

satisty a basic need to experiefice first befo%e accepting the language. ('

Much of our sciehtific aftitude and prapticeAifter all, has been developed

° 4

to check hypotheses that verbal tradition tells us to accept without question:

"Kill lf.snakea." "Tomatoes are poisonous:" "The world was made in six days

So, vi have moved ineiorably into my'secbnd category: What is if that

translates only with great imperfection, risk and difkCulty?

,
The many ;different EskImo word 'for Snow e cited,quite often to

f

illustrate how one's exp aerience fects one's yocabulary. , It. also detilonstrate

\
onelf the central problems of translation. While I find the English word

influence quite positive in its connota ions, Egal Ali, my.Somalian colleague,
"."

4
has educated me to the fact that.it 1.0s most unfortunate connotations for

\*-

manj'in the World whose nations ark not among the few-so-called superpowers,

. which sometimes use influence most heaVyhandedly.. Hap Gilliland told me of,

1
.

.

an Amazon tribe h
,

e met,for_whom dr),th itself is a taboo, Thus, there is no ,

.

recordtpossiKe among them of elOher po uldtion growth or depletion, no sense
*

of ancestor or.heir.

4
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Faced with.cultural-differences of such m gnitude and-depthi-ls-it---

any ,wonder that tranglation leads to imperfect c mmunication at best?

The greater mystery isly we do not comPletely iscommunicate more often

in shifting from language to 141guage. In discussing the'mass.infusion

e'-
of Latin word roots into English during the`European RenaissanCe, A. C.
/

./-
Baugh writes, "The very acCof translation brings home to the translator

4,

.

e limitations

the terms whose

of his medium mid, tempts him to,korrow from other languages

lack he feels in his own." (p. 259) IP.

Sapir reminds us that lsnguage itself, whether or -not'it undergoes.,

translation, is singularly not adept at expressag the emoiions of life.'

It is very good in co the rational, strukured, ordered,

predictable sides of life% It carr s thought well emotion poorly.

Because humor penda on both cultura context an emotional response,

miich tends to translate very poo ly. And, I suppose every.language

has its idiomatic rituals that cannot p ssibly be translated. The iconoclast

imme fights many of those rituals even among fellow speakers of my own

native tongue. "How are you?" an.American asks,_never.expecting any answer

other than "Fine, thank you," even if you are on your deathbed. A friend

of mine, knoWing that most Americans automatically couple salt,with pepper

at the table, used to bark his request: "Pass the salt, please--not the
46

pepper; just the salt!"

I am convilloe&-that Esperanto, Volaptik and.other.attempts at
)

artificial ineOnationA1,1anguages have-faiied to gain wide accept* and

use for similar ritsons. They have been.purely rØional attempts.when much

of what we treasure in our owb native tongues is idiomatic even irrational.

. 1 0



Tley must be imposed a tificidlly when much,of

ontextual, spontaneous and idiosyncratic..

Su0-11gOughts lead me to consider a few of
-0. -

Translation 7 .10

our native expressiónis
_

translate at-all.

things.that do not

The truth of Frost's definition of poetry,as "that which-is lost

'translation" was best demOnstrated td me in ihe'reading In class Of two

separate Edglish translations of the same French-poem, "Letter frOm MéXi'co,"

by ,Tristan Corbiare. In my severely limited ability to read French,

.caught only the essential facts of the_poem: a-young soldier had died of

a fewer and his sergeant was writing to inform his family,. From.the.two

English translations, both rendered.by English-speaking poets who knew,

French better than I, I caugtt all sorti of things unavailable to me in.

my readidg of the French itself: moods, nces, todes, certain rhythms,
or

4 pauses, o'6er sound techniques, attitudes, orientation, characterizagoda--

all these I had missed, eisentially, in my restricted *ability tO read ,the.
-- ,

French original Ai

TheJepiso would probably not have remained withibae to this.'day,',
,

..r 4, .. . _

re startling lesson during the experience.

1"
4 Is

The two Eng ish. translations were as obviously different fi-om each other as
. ..,

,
.

..., . ...

either of em was from the original Fredch! There is more lost ln

translati n, any translatiod of just about anything worth translating,

wp concluded, han is communicated. The best rendering.of a message from
, ' 0

'4
langu4fe to language is not act,of transration'so much as it is an

,..

however, if I had not

admirable attempt at approximate re-creation of sr:Other's eiperience.
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That ttruck Me as A rather s

until I was' able to undeittand that it

Translation - 11

-
lesson, A-ttark disillusionment,

only refleäts from language to .

4=fonguage what is,a1so true from:person to person', Print to m nd., /4's I

d L nd.Jacobs say so eloquentty, "Readingtis bringing aging to

and 'taki

, solely a

impossib

distinct

ng meaning from a:page of print." Meaning in langage !ler is

-one-way phenomehon, just as fierfect 'translation ii at last

. ,
le. ,Even voice patterds-hvelbeen fouhd to be individually

- ..-fr
.

..
,

.'i .

ive-to dit,thdividuals whose lips and ton ues and'thYoats have.

created them--at least as unique to individuals fingerprints:,/ .

os

J

6
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Your iehding of somethingsomeohe else has written is as peculiar tu you

AR.

as *the writing.was to the witer. What rxi read is certaiely quite

different'from what that person wroxe since neither of you canr bring

/ D, . .

\. emiCtlyilthesaMe meanirig to gm page in exactly the same voice and.mindSet.,

- 0
. . ..

Dome all this-Mean diaX we stiould give up on all linslAtiod? Of
- . .,

course not, no mord than we should quit talking to each other *ithin our
..

,own kanguage groups. Weshould communicate, however, iiply realizing
,

411 that is lost in translation, meithet expecting mere than 'language can

delJ4er, nor communicating other thanjtumbly and gratefully within our

imperfection and fallibility.. The drive for translation, for universik

communication, is as much a'quest after the imperfectible as the various

projects of Don Quiire are unattainable. Yet, it is stich a quest that

'door
makes us and keeps us\human.

Teachers, I suspect, rarely get into thesi human facts of language

with their students. The problems of translation, the limitation's of

language, disturbing little questions of approximation, cultural differences,

, linguistic relativity, are swamped by one-choice ansWer keys, absolute ,

misstatements of rule, epd narrow exercises. If we really understood and

cared about language, we would see it and tel it in its imperfection

as well as in its various predictable patterns. The experience would

remind us that specialists, for all the highly focussed expertise they

can bring to narrowly defilined problems, do not, after all, live in a

vaCuum We need to hear what they say to us from their artificially

confiped lpboratories, but we will put their findings into more uceful

perspective if we live broadly and listen carefully.

13
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.We need to requelt translation with our economic eyes wide open, for

in 'this age of cost accountIng, =ow is as much a factor as any idealistic

4

dream.of iRternational cooperation. To reproduce a document in a second

or a third.langUage--indeed, to prodUce it im a first languageis to ask

'how much it will Cost to deliVer to how many People with what promise of

fiqpncial recovery. Returning for S-moment to schools, how often have we ,

introduce&th0 teaching of second and third language ! as a literary or

\
cultorsl activIty,:Oen the decisions about which second or.third languages

.

to teach have been motivated fundament40.1y by econOmics and politics iathe

;

than by culture, with its esthetic cornotations of art and literature?

Facing great odds and reservations anelltations, then, why dn we

#

who are neither politicians nor mgrchamts persist pq strongly in our drive

for translation? rig it a fear of loneliness? Do we yearn mostly to speak

to-and be spokee'to by others? Anything but.,the thought of being alone in

an unresponsive universe! Cur engineers bounce radio signals froili Mars

and Juplter and send them to galagies unseen, while the odds are astronomical

against any living organism waiting out there, capable of understanding the

message.

Or, perhaps we are impelled by a vague unspoken susOicion that because

we do not speak another's language, someone knowarsomethinq we don't,know,

something that might assnage the loneliness or remind us that someone cares,

that we are not alone, or, finally, assure us that the other person knows

no gore than we knik

Perhaps our egos intrude. My language is my own. To speak to me in

your own tongue, which is Rot my own, ana expect me to follow what you nay

is to put my language down, exalt your own, and dbnigrnte me n bit in the

process.

14
-
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perhaps.we just reject, at last, the notion that LI only

translation but language itself is bedevilled by limitations, thataall

o4.
communication serves !wiener or later telfremind us ofwhat we cannot.

communicate. Perhapmewe believe that if only we become more prolific

and adept with tr lation, we will all of us share sone common absolute

trueh that will iire and for.all overwhelm the jorance of the world.

Perhaps our trouble is that we dream large dreamt*, thiniosmaller thoughts,

and discover too few words to convey either 4rmams or thoughts sufficiently
#

to someone else.

What we need to satisfy our soulful yearning to herr and be heard,

I believe, is not translation of the word so much as aharing Of the sidrit

in our quest for conigkihication. We need to ekchange information, yes, but

,

knowing full well thaE the spirit of exchange is probably more significant

4'
the information itself. We neeC1 to acknowledge our anxieties, if

they exist, our fears of lodelinesii, our suspicions thar someone Willows

something we don't know, our feelings of inferiority and alienation when.

we are treated as /inguistic foreigners. But, we need to acknowledge them

in the falilith that all of us share similar anxieties, and that such is the

human condition, that we are all of us linguistically higher than the'apes,

certainly, but some lower than the angels in their wordless adoration

of eternal truth. lie need to acknowledge that common human condition of

being always somewhere in-between* recognizing the acknowledgment as more

important than the imperfect communication of anything we think we might

4 know or want to know.
*

1 5
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6

A contemporary African poet; G; Adali-Mortty, has said it;well in

"Be long Ing" :

You may excel
in knowledge of their tongue,
and universal ties may bind you close to them4.
but what they say, and how they feel--
the subtler details of their meaning,
thinking, feeling, reaching--
these are closea to you and me for evermore;
as are,endeed, 'the interleaves of speech
--our speech7-Which fall on them-
no more than were they dead,leaves
in dust-dry harmattan,
although, fOr years, they've lived
and spunted all therejis to count.
in our midst!
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